
FINAL PAPER OUTLINE 

 

I will fill this in more as the semester progresses. It can act as a basic outline of the type of 

questions you should be asking as you investigate the typology of your chosen language. Not all 

questions will be answerable, but this should act as a handy guide.  

 

Typological phonology of the language.  

 

What are the consonant and vowel phonemes? 

What is the syllable structure like? 

What is the stress system? 

In what ways is the language’s phonology typologically common/uncommon? 

 

Typological morphology. 

 

What is the strategy for creating full sentences? Is the language isolating, (poly)synthetic? a bit 

of both? 

 

What type of morphology does the language have (if any). Is it fusional, agglutinative? Does the 

language use any radical morphology?  

 

Case marking 

 

What alignment system does the language have (nom-acc, erg-abs, other?).  

Does is have a split system? If so how is the split realized? 

Some languages have erg direct marking acc indirect marking for example. Some have ergative 

only in certain tenses.  

Don’t forget about the stranger types of “case” markings. 

 

Word Order 

 

What is the word order of a basic sentence? 

Does the language follow a straight-forward head-initial/head-final system? If not what are the 

exceptions? 

 

Marked Constructions 

 

Does the language have a passive/antipassive? applicative? Other types of marked constructions? 

What about noun incorporation? 

 

Relative Clauses 

 

What is the basic structure of the relative clause? What is the word order? What is the expression 

of the relativized NP? What can be relativized? Keep the relative hierarchy in mind. 

 

 



Causatives 

 

How does the language indicate causation? are there different types of causatives?  

 

Does is use a periphrastic or morphological causative? 

Are causatives complex sentences? 

Is the causee the D.O. or something else? 

Are there lexical causatives or a special verb form?  

 

 

What about the following semantic interpretations: 

 

coercive  non-coercive 

direct   indirect 

force   allow 

intentional  accidental 

 

Comparatives 

 

How does the language indicate comparatives? What is the word order of comparative 

constructions? 

 

How is the standard marked? how is the comparee marked? what is the word order? is there a 

degree marker? 

 

What type of comparative does the language use? Separative? Allative? Locative? Exceed? 

Conjoined? Particle? 

 

Negation 

 

 

Questions 

 

How are Yes/No questions formed? Is there inversion? What is intonation like? Is there a 

particle? If so in what position? Are there any other means by which Yes/No questions are 

marked? 

 

How are question-word sentences formed? Is there WH movement or are they pronounced in-

situ? 


